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Moderato

All the girl-ies are worry-ed,
Lots of fel-lows have girl-ies,
They've been all wrong,
But they must dine-

ling each mind,
them each day.
They've been all wrong,
Then there's the guy,

-called "A Good Man is Hard to Find!"

But girl-ies you need
called "when a sweet Baby comes his way.
I have-nt a cent-

n't feel blue,
to my name,
But I've got a secret for you.
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Chorus

I'm the good man— that was so hard to find— And I'm getting better each day,

I'm the good man— that was so hard to find— And I'm getting better each day,

When I take some sweet— little girl— out once,

Just show me the girl— that has n't been kissed.

I leave her with enough to rave about for months— I'm the man who drives the ladies wild.

They're all bound to fall on my list. I'm the man who drives the ladies wild.

They're all bound to fall for my way.

The hero in "Three-Weeks" won out on his looks— What hero wouldn't?

When I get a woman, she believes me she sticks.

I could do in three weeks would fill twenty books— I'm the good man— that was so hard to find.

That's because I bring home a lot of new tricks— I'm the good man— that was so hard to find.

I'm the day.

I'm the Good ole 2.
While Others Are Building Castles In The Air
(I'll Build A Cottage For Two)

Words by
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CHORUS

While others are building castles in the air,
I'll build a cottage for two.

While others are seeking fortune everywhere
I shall be happy with you.

You'll find that dream-land is full of idle dreamers
Always waiting for dreams to come true.

So while others are building castles in the air,
I'll build a cottage for two.